SENESCO MARINE DELIVERS 150,000BBL ATB TO REINAUER
TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES

NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI (May X, 2018). Senesco Marine has delivered a new ATB (Articulated Tug &
Barge) to Reinauer Transportation Companies. The launch of the unit, including the 8000hp tug and
150,000bbl barge, marks the largest such unit constructed in the northeast.
“Senesco Marine has upgraded the facilities and infrastructure required to construct, launch and
deliver the RTC 165 measuring 515’4” x 73’7” x 41’. Senesco Marine recently constructed and added to
the Senesco Repair Yard a 200’ Dry Dock with additional 50’ aprons, capacity of 2100 LT used to
transfer and launch the 124’ x 40’ Bert Reinauer ATB Tug. This New Dry Dock teamed with the existing
Dry Dock 338’ x 82’ clear opening with capacity of 4,500 LT supports all repair and new Construction
programs. We are proud to have had the opportunity to prove the capabilities of a great team.”
-

Mike Foster, Vice President and General Manager

The ATB was built as an international SOLAS class unit and incorporates the latest build technology and
equipment design. The tug Bert Reinauer features two 12 cylinder GE U.S. Tier 4 certified marine diesel
engines for propulsion, four John Deere generators (including an emergency diesel generator) and an
Intercon pin system to couple the tug to the barge. The tug’s navigation equipment includes Electronic
Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS), automatic radar plotting aid (ARPA) and fully-interfaced
redundant navigational systems.
The RTC 165 is a grade “A” clean service barge and is authorized for international oil and chemical
service. The barge is equipped with an electronic gauging system and Cargo Max loading system and has
four independent segregated cargo systems that can load or discharge up to 4 products at the same
time. The barge is outfitted with an independent vacuuming system for change of cargo, an independent
ballast system contained in the double hull, and hydraulic 360 degree cranes for lifting.
The team at Senesco has been working diligently since the laying of the vessels’ keels to ensure the
highest quality build delivered to Reinauer. Since 2005, Senesco has delivered 30 vessels to Reinauer,
with two more 4000hp tugs slated for delivery later in the year.
Senesco Marine LLC is the premier Northeast builder of double-hulled barges, tugboats, and other vessels. Senesco
provides customers with on-time delivery, unmatched quality and workmanship backed by its highly-skilled
employees. This same commitment carries through to its Repair Division, offering comprehensive repair work and
dry dock services. For more information, please visit www.senescomarine.com

